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The animals are all afraid of the lion. Every day they choose an animal for
the lion's dinner. Today they choose the hare.

l'm sorry, Mr Lion.
l'm not your dinner
today. My cousin is
your dinner.

Why are you late? Are you my dinner?
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The hare is afraid. He goes slowly to the lion. Then he has a good idea.



My cousin was coming
to meet You. ,A very
big lion took him
awaY.

The hare tells the lion that another lion has his dinner.
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The lion is angry. He goes with the hare.
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The hare takes the
lion to a big hole in
the ground.

The hole is full of
water.



The lion looks into
the hole. He sees a
lion in the water,
looking at him. He
sees a hare in the
water too.

You thief!
That's my
dinner!
Give it to
me!

The lion is angry
with the lion in
the water.
He jumps at him.

l'll teach you a lesson! You will die!

The lion falls into the water.
He can't swim, so he dies.

No more
dinners for
the lion/tj'#,i,:
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The clever hare is happy. He is
safe now. All the other animals
are safe too.



READING TASKS :

A.

1. The animals choose the hare for the lion's breakfast.

2. The hare goes quickly to the lion.

3. The hare tells the lion that a tiger has his dinner.

4. The hare takes the lion to a big river.

5. The lion sees a fish in the river.

6. The lion is friendly to the lion in the water.

7 . The lion climbs into the water.

8. The hare is happy. He is rich now.

B

1. The name of a meal: D R

2. A person in your fami[: C _ _ _ _ N

3. A person who takes things which are not his: T

4. This makes you wet: W _ _ _ R

5. Not in danger: S _ _ E
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